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LAGO DI GARDA
LEFAY RESORT 

& SPA

84 ELLE DECO

SPOTTED

Space, nature, silence:the new luxury. Located in Gargnano
(100 kilometers far from Bergamo airport), the resort is
perfectly integrated into the surrounding countryside.
Inspired by lemon groves, traditional local buildings used
for the cultivation of lemons, characterized by original
stone and wood pillars, Lefay resort is hardly visible before
reaching it. If the main services (lobby, bar and restaurants)
are located within the central body, the suite spread out
towards the side wings covered with vegetation that makes
it hard to distinguish them from the surrounding green areas.

An exclusive temple to wellness. However, the heart of
the resort is definitely the spa. More than 4300 square
meters dedicated to the harmony of your mind and body.
Here, wellness is everywhere. In- and outdoor swimming
pools, saunas, grottos and small lakes ; 24 hours fitness

The first jewel of the Lefay
Resorts Collection

is surrounded by gentle hills
and natural terraces. 

With a spectacular view 
on Lago di Garda. 

Welcome in 
« Riviera dei Limoni ».
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center, 11 hectares natural park with three different trails
; a brand new « Adults only spa », an even more peaceful
oasis and, of course, an expert team for all your beauty
and wellness treatments of Lefay Spa method, divided
in different programs : Relax. Rebalancing, Reshape and
Renew Yourself.

Italian modern estheticism. If you’re looking for bling
bling decoration, pass your way! The ambiance is
relaxing, the colors calm and the decoration as simple
as elegant. Bathrooms full of natural light, large bay-
windows, comfy sofas and king size beds: space and
peace are the new luxury… The 96 suites feature natural
fabrics, precious materials including Italian marbles and
olive tree woods. 

Food for soul. Gramen’s cuisine enhances natural
ingredients without meat, dairy products or derivatives.
A different gastronomy that combines ethics and balance.
More affordable, La Limonaia, light and airy in design,
welcome the guests with a Mediterranean-inspired
cuisine between two spa rendez-vous, for breakfasts
and casual dinners. Two spaces and two different
ambiances which both respect the Italian perfect way
of life, behave… and eat. Ciao! Anne Smith

www.lefayresorts.com
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